
The metallic powder can be added to a clear coating resin binder 
to obtain a variety of uniquely variable flooring appearances.  
This floor system creates a stunning look that can resemble a 
marbled three dimensional surface.  

Numerous effects can be created with different application 
techniques.  The colors can be intermixed to create unlimited 
color variations.  Metallic floors are more of an artistic 
application, with no two floors looking the same.

The metallic pigment is available in 4 ounce containers.  Each 4 
OZ container is suitable to add to one gallon or 1 ½ gallons of 
clear binder material, depending on the overall look and opacity 
desired.

Contact us today 
800-956-4301

Powder for Epoxy Flooring Systems



National Polymers, Inc.  - Contact us today 800.831.5600

Benefits:
• Creates a unique one of a kind look
• Random patterns can be achieved

depending on the creativity and
experience of the installer

• Reflects light
• Easy to clean
• Colors can be intermixed; allowing

unlimited color variations
• Creates a brilliant three-dimensional

effect
• Great for a variety of residential,

commercial and retail applications.
Coverage Per Gallon:
Utilizing a 4 OZ container of 
the metallic color pigment, 
the typical applications with a 
standard epoxy binder system 
would be approximately 75-
100 square feet per gallon.

Packaging Information:
Powder is available in pre-
measured 4 oz containers 
(weights approximate)

Mixing Information:
Each 4 OZ container is 
suitable to add to one gallon 
or 1.5 gallons of clear binder 
material, depending on the 
overall look and opacity 
desired.

Typical Applications:
Offices
Retail Areas
Hospitality Industry
Bars and Restaurants
Garages
Basements
Showrooms
Entertainment Rooms
Anywhere a unique floor 
surface is desired.

Powder for Epoxy Flooring Systems
Available Colors

Pearl Sandal

Manatee Whale

Sandbar Maui

Bamboo Azure

Guava Americana

Rum Coral
*Colors are computer generated. Actual colors

may vary.


